Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new theme-based CRF model and investigate its performance on class based pixelwise segmentation of images. By including the theme of an image, we also propose a new texture-environment potential to represent texture environment of a pixel, which alone gives satisfactory recognition results. The pixel-wise segmentation accuracy is remarkably improved by introducing texture potential. We compare our results to recent published results on the MSRC 21-class database and show that our themebased CRF model significantly outperforms the current stateof-the-art. Especially, by assigning a theme for each image, our model obtains greatly improved accuracy of structured classes with high visual variability and fewer training examples, the accuracy of which is very low in most related works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic recognition and segmentation of objects in multi-class images have been paid more and more research attention recently. For highly structured object classes, joint detection and segmentation of a single object class has been achieved by several authors [1] , [2] , whose works however cannot cope with arbitrary viewpoints or severe occlusion. Several multi-class models have been proposed to solve the problem [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . He et al. [3] includes contextual features to model layout and context in a conditional random field, however, their work is limited in the size of dataset and number of classes: up to 7 classes. More recent works [4] , [5] , [6] use larger dataset with 21 classes and perform well in large regions of textured classes such as sky and grass, but have met difficulty in structured classes with high visual variability and fewer training examples as chair and bird. In this paper, we present a new theme-based CRF model and show its effectiveness on multi-class images including both structured and textured images with arbitrary viewpoints and occlusion.
We perform our approach on the MSRC 21-class database, a most comprehensive and complex labeled image datasets, which consists of 591 images labeled with 21 classes. The theme of an image in the database can be automatically obtained from its filename, which begin with characters from "1" to "20". Several classes of objects may be frequently observed in images of one theme. However, images with "1", "5", "9" are given the same theme "plain", as their themes are visually alike. Similarly, images with "3", "17" are given theme "street", and images with"18", "20" are given theme "river". Hence 16 different themes S t = {0, 1, 2, · · · , 15} of images in this database are obtained automatically.
II. THEME-BASED CRF MODEL & ALGORITHM
Conditional random field (CRF) model [8] is a sequence modeling framework that has a single exponential model for joint probability of the entire sequence of labels given the observation sequence. Thus the weights of different features at different states can be traded off against each other. The probability of a set of labels Y for a sequence X under a linear chain CRF with n features f 1 , ..., f n is defined as [9] 
where Z(X) is the normalization constant. During training, real labels are given and parameters are estimated by minimizing the error rate of inferred labels. At test time, the labels would be chosen by maximizing the conditional probability in (1) . In this paper, during training and validation, real labels are given. Weights ω n are all included in their corresponding functions f n and are treated as part of parameters of the functions. While feature potential functions are separately estimated during training, the weights are obtained during validation.
By introducing the theme of an image into the conditional random field (CRF) model, we construct a new theme-based CRF model to learn the conditional distribution over the class labeling. The conditional probability of the class label c i of pixel i in a given image x is defined as
Theme index S t ∈ S t represents the theme of image x. θ = {θ 0 , θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 } are the model parameters that we estimate from training data. In the following discussion, parameters in every potential f is omitted for clarity and will be introduced separately hereinafter.
A. Texture-environment potential
The first potential f texture−env (c i , x, S t ) is named texture-environment potential because it reflects the texture environment of pixel i (including contextual information of different textures of one object and those of other objects in an image), while ignoring the texture of pixel i itself. Aside from the theme index S t , the texture-environment potential is topologically equivalent to shape-texture potential ψ i (c i , x; θ ψ )(= log P i (c i |x)) in [4] . The classification confidence P i (c i |x) in this paper is obtained by similar feature-selecting method described in [4] , which will be introduced in section D. Introducing the index S t , We define a new normalized distribution as
where c i ∈ S t indicates that class c i exists in some images of theme S t . Then we obtain the definition of textureenvironment potential
where log P (c i |S t ) = ω 1 log
N S t +α1 , with parameters
St is the number of pixels of class c i in all images with theme S t in the training set, while N St is the total number of pixels in those images.
B. Texture potential
As texture-environment potential ignores the texture information of pixel i itself, texture potential f texture (c i , x, S t ) is introduced in this paper as
where {ω 2 , α 2 } forms θ 2 and N ci,t,St is the number of pixels of class c i with texture t in all images with theme S t in the training set, while N t,St is the total number of pixels with texture t in those images. To represent appearance of objects, we first convolve the training images with a 17-dimensional filter-bank including scaled Gaussians, x and y derivatives of Gaussians and Laplacians of Gaussians [10] , and then employ the unsupervised k-means (with k = 400) clustering on the filter responses. By assigning each pixel of the images to the nearest cluster center, we finally gain the texture maps, several of which are shown in the second column in Fig.  1 along with their original images in the first column. We believe texture contains sufficient information for pixel-wise segmentation, thus in the theme-based CRF model, we no longer introduce color or edge potential, which is frequently used in other models. 
C. Location potential
The dependence of the class label on the absolute location of the pixel in the image is obtained through the location potential, which we define as
where {ω 3 , α 3 } forms θ 3 and N ci,i,St is the number of pixels of class c i at normalized location i in all images with theme S t in the training set, while N i,St is the total number of pixels at location i in those images.
D. Algorithm
In this paper, each potential is separately trained using piecewise training [11] with powers for efficiency. Parameters θ 0 of the normalized distribution P i (c i |x) = exp H(ci) are learned as follows. Feature response at location i is the count of pixels with texture t within a rectangle randomly chosen from 100 rectangles whose four corners are chosen at random within a fixed 200 × 200 pixel wide bounding box. Then using Joint-Boosting algorithm of [15] 76.4% Tu(2008) [6] 77.7% Theme-based CRF 78.5%
[12], a strong classifier H(c i ) is built as a sum of 5000 weak classifiers, each of which is a decision stump based on a threshold feature response and is shared between a set of classes. The theme index S t is ignored while training and will be introduced during validation and test. Parameters θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 are manually selected to minimize the error on the validation set. We select θ 1 = {1, 1}, θ 2 = {2, 1}, θ 3 = {2, 1} in this paper.
Given a set of parameters learned for the theme-based CRF model, the result class label c * of pixel i is the labeling that maximizes the conditional probability in Equation (2).
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We split the MSRC 21-class database randomly into 45% training, 10% validation and 45% test sets.
Several images and their results are presented in Fig.  1 , which show that most parts of the images are well recognized and segmented. Especially, though the scene of the image in the fourth row in Fig. 1 is quite complex, results of recognition and segmentation are both very satisfactory. While shadow of persons is well ignored, persons in the foreground are recognized and well segmented and people in small size in the background are also recognized. Table I compares the performance of different works over the whole database, and indicates that our theme-based CRF model clearly outperforms previous works.
The methods described in [4] , [5] , [6] , [13] performed well in larger regions of classes such as sky and grass, however, their performance is much worse on structured classes with high visual variability and fewer training examples such as boat, chair, sign, bird and dog. The results shown in Table II indicate that aside from the improved overall segmentation accuracy, our theme-based CRF model more significantly improves the accuracy of structured classes mentioned above. Fig. 2(f) gives an example image of such classes. The bird in the image is not only correctly recognized but perfectly segmented. A full confusion matrix summarizing our pixel-wise accuracy over all 21 classes is given in Table III . By giving the average results of the test set using variations of the theme-based CRF model, Fig. 2 also shows the effect of different model potentials. Contrast to the failed recognition by texture-environment potential without theme (equivalent to shape-texture in [4] ) (c), texture-environment potential (with theme) alone significantly improves the recognition, with the pixel-wise accuracy improved from 64.4% to 71.8% (d). (e) shows that texture potential not only remarkably improves the object recognition, but also gains a large perceived improvement, with the pixel-wise accuracy increased to 77.0%. The average accuracy of the full theme-based CRF model is 78.5% (f). Accuracy values are computed as the percentage of pixels assigned to correct class label, ignoring pixels labeled as void (black) in the ground truth (b) over the whole database.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a theme-based CRF model along with a texture-environment potential for the task of multi-class object recognition and segmentation, and investigated the accuracy of different model potentials on the MSRC 21-class database. The results show that texture-environment potential gives satisfying recognition results while texture potential greatly improves pixel-wise segmentation accuracy. Comparison results of different methods indicate that the theme-based CRF model outperforms previous works especially in solving the problem of low accuracy in structured classes with high visual variability and fewer training examples. For the future work, we shall investigate the method of gaining the theme of an image and apply it to instruct object recognition and segmentation. We are also interested in building a coherent framework to simultaneously gain theme or scene, recognize and segment objects of images.
